
National Airspace Rules Talk 

Slide 1: 

 

Why is probably the most important word in the English language. If people 
questioned more, we would certainly have a better world. So, why do you think 
that there are Air Space rules? 
 

Slide 2: 

 

The answer is on the slide. 
 

 



Slide 3: 

 

There are 4 choices. Who has the most impact on the making of AS rules. 
Which one do you think is the most important one? 

NO! It is the people on the ground. Virtually all of the rules have come 
about because people on the ground complained. 
 

Slide 4: 

 
There were no rules until 1926. Why not? Why was the first rule about 

aircraft about manufacturing? 
People complained about family members being hurt when Barnstormer 

aircraft crashed due to structural failure. But, the final straw was the crash that 
killed Knute Rockne, the famous Notre Dame U. football coach. 
 
 



Slide 5: 

 
What possible holes exist to avoid radar/radio contact? 

(Composite and fabric planes with no electrical system and small drones) 
Also, radar is line of sight. Hills/mountains block it. 

 
Slide 6: 

 
 

There is no Class F because ICAO allows Class F to be instrument flight with 
no control. 

What does heavy traffic mean?  (At least 240K instrument operations per 
year) 

How about light traffic? (15,000+ instrument operations/year) 
 
Can there be a towered airport without being at least Class D? (YES!) 

Not all towered airports are surrounded by Class D, or higher, airspace. 
Although rare, some towered airports are surrounded by Class E or Class G 



airspace. The Dallas, TX area has three Class E, towered airports: 
Ft. Worth Spinks (FWS) 
Arlington (GKY) 
Grand Prairie (GPM) 

FARs 91.126 and 91.127 address Class E and G control tower 
communication. AOPA members can view these regulations 
here: http://www.aopa.org/members/files/fars/far-91.html#14:2.0.1.3.10.2.4.14 
 
 

I prefer to call the Class G “graveyard.” 
 
Slide 7: 

 
Confusing, yes. But the slide explains what exists. You can see what is on the 

DOT handout. 
An interesting aspect of this will develop later in the presentation. Stand by 

for more confusion. 
  As the presentation continues, it is necessary to notice how many 
compromises exist in each of the rules. Every rule has times when it is either too 
restrictive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.aopa.org/members/files/fars/far-91.html#14:2.0.1.3.10.2.4.14


Slide 8: Class G 

 
The day operation under Class G is the perfect example of the potential 

problems due to the compromises 
The example is the difference between Farmer Fred who needs a part for an 

essential water pump and knows the terrain he will be flying over, as opposed to 
Claud Clueless who doesn’t while flying a scud Run. Claud will be too busy flying 
to look at his map, or even refer to his IPAD based mapping. Is there any question 
why I tend to call Class G the Graveyard Class? 

Why the difference between the above and below the clouds clearance? 
(Near the ground climb rates will almost always exceed descent rates, especially 
closer to the ground.) 
 
Slide 9: Class E 

 
This is a graphic example of why the information furnished by the DOT is 

valuable on written tests by very misleading in the real world. Every one of those 
handouts and sheets should be starting place, but treated more as creative fiction 



for your safety in flight. 
 

While every non-tower airport can be treated as Class e, that is clearly not 
the case. However, the definition also confuses. Chino (CNO) is Class G after its 
tower closes. So is Long Beach, LBG, which lands commercial jets. Many of these 
airports continue open runways and instrument approaches. However, by 
definition, Class E is controlled airspace. If there is no controlling agency, the 
airspace can not be Class E. Each airport closing the tower needs to treated 
separately, some of them remain Class E in the A/FD. 
 
Slide 10: Class E 

 
 

This slide has a whole bunch of “yes, buts”. As the talk proceeds, you will 
see that there are no absolutes. Compromises abound in the land of “Indians” 
(Cherokees, Apaches, Navahos, etc. – planes that can scalp the commercial jets) 

Another thing to consider is the hemispheric altitude rule. It sounds like the 
perfect method to avoid conflicting traffic. Unfortunately, a plane can be at 179 
degree angle from you while being at the same altitude. Not too likely, but 
possible. Consider a plane coming directly at you at 250KTS. He will cover 3 miles 
in less than 1 minute. Under VFR minimums, you will have short seconds to 
maneuver to safety. Good reason for flight following. 

However, with the possibility of a non-electrical system plane in your 
airspace, nether flight following nor your “in cockpit” conflict detector will give 
you the safety that out the window viewing will. 
 
 
 



Slide 11: Class D 

 
It is important to note the dashed box in Class D airspace because if tells 

whether the airspace included the normal max heights or is “all but”. 
Remember the Class D controlled airspace is 10 miles, subject to distortion 

as is shown on the North by Ontario in the case of CNO. 
Again, when Chino tower closes, it becomes a Class G airport available for 

landings without tower control. The same is true of a number of closed tower 
airports in the LA basin. 
 
Slide 12: Class C 

 
“Ontario Approach Cessna 123 20 miles out. (ONT) Stand by.” does not 

constitute established contact. That contact only exists if ONT responds “Cessna 
123 stand by”. 

Note the 200 KTS A/S limit within 4 NM. It is true, even if you are transiting 
over it. 
 
 
 



Slide 13: Class B 

 
Complex because it is set up to handle large commercial jets, without the 

problem of too many small, slow planes in the area. 
The requirement for free of clouds for VFR traffic is there due the fact that 

few non- IFR rated pilots can stay straight and level for very long in the clouds. 
Even if the pilot is on a VFR flight plan, while in Class B the pilot is controlled as if 
on an IFR flight. 

The layers provide methods of light traffic to transit the area under control. 
 
Slide 14: Class A 

 
Actually, any IFR equipped plane that can get above 18,000, and has oxygen 

available can fly there under an IFR/ATC controlled flight plan. 
If you can get your puddle jumper up to 60,000 feet, go for it. But, of 

course, you will need to go out to sea, beyond positive controlled airspace to get 
there, if you want to avoid getting an IFR clearance. 
 
 



Slide 15: Special Use 

 
Each of these areas will be handled in the following slides. But, it is NESSARY 

to note the deviations from the restrictions listed under the Classes. 
 
Slide 16: Prohibited 

 
Just how valuable is your life? That should be your question any time you 

think of entering a Prohibited Area. Saving your life should be the ONLY 
consideration before entering the Prohibited Area. 

If you are thinking about flying near Washington, DC without flight following 
or IFR, don’t. The number of pilots burned is growing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Slide 17:  Restricted / Warning 

 
Contact is not necessary before entering either a Restricted or Warning 

Area. However, both potentially contain military fighters doing the “Top Gun” 
thing. Fast moving planes can come at from any direction, including below.  

Entering without flight following is a form of Russian Roulette. 
 
Slide 18: MOA / MTA 

 
This slide is all about “yes but”. 
No supersonic over continental U.S.? Does flying a T-38 at 1.3 mach over the 

Superstition Mountains in Arizona meet that requirement? 
Speed limit of 250KTS below 10,000? Not quite, I personally have flown at 

325 kts in a B52 while doing terrain following at 1,000 feet AGL. Note that we 
were traveling quite slow when compared to the 425 KT limit on military training 
routes. 
 
 
 



Slide 19:  Alert 

 
Check out your LAX TAC. The Lake Mathews flight training area is a good 

example of this section. Use the listed frequency to report flight activities. 
 
Slide 20: Environmental 

 
This is where your lack of compassion for the environment can potentially 

get you. It took a bunch of 7 oz Starlings to bring down more than 1 commercial 
airplane. The wind screen on your Cubby may not offer too much protection from 
even a small bird at 80 KTS. 

Even more important is the Environmental Area North of LA. It is set to 
3,000 feet to protect Condors. If a 7-8 oz bird can cause damage, how about one 
more than 10 LBS? 

Bottom line, avoid the Environmental areas, or at least stay above them. 
 
 
 



Slide 21: Controlled Firing 

 
This is a really big ouch. For instance, Camp Pendleton does high angle firing 

both out to sea and from the sea into land. 
If you have flight following, they will cease firing. They will also stop, if they 

can see you. However, what is the chance that they will see you? 
Going south towards San Diego without flight following, how far should you 

fly out to sea to safely avoid the firing? 
I don’t know either. 

 
Slide 22: NSA 

 
Beware these areas. They can change status. The FAA notes did not specify 

how long before changing notice had to be given. Potentially, it could be while you 
are in flight. This is another good reason to have flight following at all times. 
 
 
 
 



Slide 23: TRSA-ADIZ 

 
While it has been posted that TRSAs are being changed. There are some 

areas, such as Palm Springs, that will probably never have them cancelled due to 
terrain or weather. However, while radio contact is not a requirement for 
transiting a TRSA, it definitely a good idea. 

The ADIZ is at every border area, especially coming from Mexico. Don’t 
cross it without permission unless you want to see a fighter at close range while 
flying. 
 
Slide 24: TFR 

 
A long print, directly from the FAA pubs, but it doesn’t tell you that they 

don’t always follow the rules. In a recent case of a fire, a TFR was slapped on by 
the Fire Department without the usual 2hour notice. Two pilots got suspended 
licenses for violating the area. I you see smoke, don’t go near there. If you see 
police helicopters hovering, fly elsewhere. 

Again, flight following would have saved the pilots. Unfortunately, it is not 
always available. 



 
Slide 25 LAX 

 
Walk through the map starting in the south. Point out the 700 foot AGL 

class E. Proceed to the 2 planes near Lake Elsinore, one a hang glider and the 
other a glider. Proceed up to French Valley and Lake Mathews airports. Comment 
that they need to be checked in the AFD. Both have non-precision approaches. 
This, of course matches up with the Class E of the LA area. 

You can go as far as the audience wishes to point out salient features, but I 
always include the Class E areas under the shelves at both Ontario and March. 

But, note that a lot of flying can be done, even without flight following in 
the LA basin. However, not using flight following is not smart. 
 
Slide 26 Summation 

 
Pretty complete as shown, but ask if there are any questions. 

 


